Temperature Indicating Materials

Irreversible

Thermo Crayon® M

Features

RoHS Compliant

■ POINT!! Check for overheated objects

 Meltable compound has been molded into a stick to create an easy-to-carry pen-shaped indicator.
 Use Thermo Crayon® M to check the temperature of already heated objects. Determine whether the temperature is above or below the indication
temperature by applying the Thermo Crayon® M to the heated object and seeing if it melts or not.
 The crayons are colored for easy identification of the temperature specification.
 Insert Thermo Crayon® M into the holder for use. The holder also has a clip for fastening.
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Caution on Use

 Keep away from moisture. Store in the designated plastic bag.
 Colors of Thermo Crayon® M are for identification purposes only and do not correspond to the melting temperature.
 As a guideline, this product should be used within 1 year of purchase.

Applications

 Measuring the temperature of forging workpieces or molds/dies

 Inspection of heat generation in plant piping

 Monitoring temperature for quenching, annealing and tempering heat

 Inspection

of

surface

heat

generation

by

motor,

combustion engines or other electric machinery

treatment
 Monitoring temperature during silver brazing, soldering and other

 Monitoring temperature around chimneys or ovens
 Monitoring temperature during molding using metal,

general welding
 Monitoring interpass temperature during steel frame welding
 Monitoring the temperature of outer walls of reactors, electric furnaces
and smelting furnaces
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plastic, rubber or glass

